Genomic causes of multiple cerebral cavernous malformations in a Japanese population.
Cerebral cavernous malformation (CCM) is a hamartomatous vascular disease affecting the central nervous system. A fraction of CCM are thought to arise in association with genomic mutations in the cerebral cavernous malformation 1 (CCM1) (KRIT1), CCM2 (MGC4607), and CCM3 (PDCD10) genes. In the present study, 18 Japanese patients with multiple CCM (10 with familial type and eight with sporadic type), underwent genomic analysis for CCM1, CCM2 and CCM3 mutations with blood samples and surgical specimens. MRI showed CCM in the cerebral hemisphere in 17 patients, the cerebellum in 10, the brainstem in 10 and the spinal cord in eight. CCM2 mutations were the most prominent, followed by CCM1 and CCM3. CCM1, CCM2 and CCM3 mutations were not identified in seven patients. Among the 10 patients with familial CCM, CCM1, CCM2 and CCM3 mutations were found in two, three and one patient, respectively, whereas four patients lacked these mutations. Among the eight patients with sporadic CCM, these mutations were found in one, three, and one patients, respectively, whereas three patients lacked these mutations. Most of the patients had a stable course during the follow-up period. Genomic mutations other than CCM1, CCM2 and CCM3 may be frequent in patients with multiple CCM in the Japanese population.